Report on the second monthly webinar organized by EBSB club on July 31st 2020

The Ek Bharat Sresht Bharat club conducted a “Quiz on Kerala and Himachal Pradesh” jointly organised by NIT Calicut and NIT Hamirpur on 31st July 2020 at 11.00 am through Zoom cloud meeting platform. The webinar was coordinated by Dr. Jay Prakash, Assistant professor in the Computer Science department and Nodal Officer of EBSB, NIT Calicut along with Dr. Tapas, Nodal Officer, EBSB NIT Hamirpur. Dr. S.D Madhukumar, Dean Students Welfare NITC explained the rules and regulations of the Quiz to kickstart the activity. Keeping up with the energy throughout the quiz Dr. Anu Mary Chacko from NIT Calicut lead the quiz on Kerala while Dr. Shampy Khamboj from NIT Hamirpur acted as the Quizmaster for Himachal Pradesh with exciting rounds. The club focused on the cultural diversity of both regions and the importance of a collaborative effort in binding these differences to strengthen the plural fabric of the nation by this quiz.

Ms. Anu Joseph, Chairperson, EBSB NIT Calicut gave an introductory speech for the quiz and welcomed all the organisers and participants. Also ensuring to maintain all operations in between intact and in order by acting as an anchor for the event. Followed by the initial boost, Dr. Jay Prakash introduced Dr. Anu Mary Chacko on behalf on NIT Calicut and to host the Quiz on Kerala. After few thrilling rounds the leaderboard appeared as shown:

Dr. Tapas introduced Dr. Shampy Khamboj on behalf of NIT Hamirpur as the quizmaster. And after challenging phases the leaderboard resulted as shown:

Aswin from NITH bagged the first prize followed by Vijay and Divasat with a very little addressable gap. Officially declared by Dr. Anu Mary Chacko

Shaji from NITC won the first prize after a tough competition with Shahraaz and Arjun who became the runners up respectively. Officially declared by Dr. Shampy Khamboj
After a session filled with fun and excitement, the forum was open for questions and discussions. A short interactive session between the organisers and participants for the feedback to improve on the coming series was also recorded. Hence, ensuring the interaction between different regions and the cultural diversity, the student representative from NIT Hamirpur expressed gratitude with Vote of Thanks to appreciate the efforts of organisers and participants equally likely. Dr. S. D. Madhukumar once again thanked everyone for turning up and concluded the session which lasted for 1.30 hours.
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